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Chapter 1: Abstract
Neutrinos carry valuable information about deep space events that researchers can utilize to study the
early universe. Since the first neutrino was detected in 1956, it is a relatively new physics research topic.
A new state-of-the-art research facility, the Radio Neutrino Observatory in Greenland (RNO-G), was
developed to detect Ultra-High Energy (UHE) neutrinos, ones with energy greater than 100 PeV (1015
electronvolts). For reference, this amount of energy lifts an apple 5 cm, or drives a neutrino, a particle
1034 times smaller by mass, near the speed of light [1]. UHE neutrino events typically occur less than five
times a year within the area covered by the RNO-G. Antennas detect UHF Askaryan radiation from UHE
neutrino-dielectric interactions in the 100-1000 MHz range [2]. The H-pol Neutrino Detection Antenna
tested at Cal Poly SLO minimizes VSWR level (3.570) within the 350-725 MHz frequency band and
satisfies deployment size (13.5 in height, 5 in diameter).
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Chapter 2: System Description
The Neutrino Detection Antenna is a horizontally polarized (H-pol) slot antenna designed to detect
horizontally polarized radiation to record all neutrino events that occur at the Radio Neutrino Observatory
in Greenland (RNO-G). Table I outlines the H-pol Neutrino Detection Antenna level zero inputs and
outputs.

TABLE I
Input and Output Characteristics
Module

Neutrino Detection Antenna

Inputs

Electromagnetic waves from Askaryan Radiation:
-

Frequency of 100MHz to 1 GHz

-

Emitted from a neutrino with >300 TeV

-

Polarized radiation signal

Outputs

Measured radiation signal from UHE neutrino interaction

Functionality

Translates horizontally polarized neutrino Askaryan radiation signal to
UHE neutrino event energy level and incidence direction.

Existing antenna models from a previous experiment, the Askaryan Radio Array (ARA), contain ferrite
rods that are used to create a broadband (100-900 MHz) antenna. The results of the ARA experiment
determined antennas containing ferrites were difficult to deploy and unreliable to model due to excess
weight, fragility, and high permeability variability [6], hence ferrites are excluded from the RNO-G H-pol
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antenna. One project goal is to maintain or improve performance of the ferrite-free antennas compared to
ferrite-containing antennas. This design choice could result in a reduction of the frequency range,
however the added benefits of a more lightweight and durable antenna are highly desired for RNO-G
implementation. ARA antenna characteristics are adapted to maintain performance in the ferrite-free
Neutrino Detection Antenna. Optimized dimensions include the antenna’s copper sheeting length, shape,
and width. Matching network designs were created for the antenna-feed interface based on simulation and
measurement data.

Deep space events generate neutrinos which travel directly to the RNO-G in Greenland, visualized in
Figure 1. Thirty-five independent stations are implemented in Greenland, layout shown in Figure 2. Each
station includes trigger and reconstruction components. The trigger uses V-pol antennas to detect
sensitive measurements and announce neutrino detection. The reconstruction component uses H-pol and
V-pol antennas as well as log periodic dipole antennas (LPDA’s) to determine direction of neutrino
incidence. A single station antenna layout is shown in Figure 3 [4].

Figure 1: UHE Neutrino Sources (image credit Cosmin Deaconu) [3].
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Figure 2: RNO-G Station Layout [4]

Figure 3: RNO-G Station Layout [4]
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The team at Cal Poly is responsible for the RNO-G H-pol reconstruction antenna design. The quad-slot
dipole antenna from the Askaryan Radio Array (ARA) shown in Figure 4 was leveraged as a starting
point to determine antenna type for this design. Ferrites were included in the ARA antenna to create a
broadband antenna (100-900 MHz) that was used in the trigger component. The ferrites were removed
from the Cal Poly design due to their cost, weight, and permeability variability. Without the ferrites, the
antenna frequency band increases to 700-900 MHz and bandwidth decreases to 200 MHz. XFDTD
parameterization determined optimum number of slots to be three. Decreasing the number of slots
decreases the antenna frequency range (Figure 5) but increases azimuthal gain variability (Figure 6). A
tri-slot dipole antenna with 13.5 in height, 5 in diameter, and 5/8 in slot width was chosen to balance the
tradeoffs between frequency range and azimuthal gain variability. The XFDTD tri-slot antenna model is
shown in Figure 7.

Figure 4: ARA Dipole Quad-slot Antenna [5]
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Figure 5: XFDTD Antenna Impedance with Parameterized Number of Slots [6]

Figure 6: XFDTD Azimuthal Gain Variability for Dual-slot (Left) and Tri-slot (Right) configurations [6]
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Figure 7: XFDTD Tri-slot Antenna With Feed Model

The tri-slot feed in Figure 8 is created with four PCBs, one centerpiece and three branches (Figure 9) that
connect to either side of the antenna slots. The bottom trace on each branch connects the left side of each
slot to the SMA inner conductor and the top trace on each branch connects the right side of each slot to
the SMA inner conductor. The prototype uses a wire antenna-feed interconnect. This interconnect will be
replaced by rounded copper tabs connected to the feed traces (Figure 10).
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Figure 8: SMA-Feed Interface Connection Diagram

Figure 9: Tri-slot Feed PCB Design by Eric Oberla [7]
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Figure 10: Antenna Feed Interface – First Design (Left) and Second Design (Right)

The antenna matching network shown in Figure 11 is described by the schematic in Figure 12. Two series
capacitors (2.7 pF) are used on each branch of the feed to allow for differential signals. A shunt inductor
(100 nH) matches the antenna-feed impedance to the line, see Chapter 5: Results.

Figure 11: Antenna Matching Network Location on Feed.
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Figure 12: Antenna Matching Network Schematic

The removal of wire interconnects requires increased structural support to prevent copper tab interconnect
damage. The selected design in Figure 13 has a flared PCB shape that expands beyond the hole to allow
epoxy connections to support the feed. An alternative idea is to add three support arms, 60° offset from
the feed branches (Figure 14).
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Figure 13: Feed Structural Support Idea: Flared Dielectric (Dan Southall, Kaeli Hughes) [8]

Figure 14: Feed Structural Support Idea: Additional Support Arms (Dan Southall, Kaeli Hughes) [8]
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Chapter 3: System Design Tradeoffs
Ferrite rods can broadband this design. However, excess weight, fragility, and high permeability
variability [6] preclude ferrite rod use.

Increased antenna diameter decreases the frequency band but increases the required bore hole diameter.
The maximum bore hole diameter is 5.25 inches. Hence, the 5-inch maximum antenna diameter is chosen,
maintaining 0.25-inch tolerance for installation.

Original “|S11| < -5dB frequency range” is 75 MHz with minimum -30dB |S11|. With matching network
implementation, optimized “|S11| < -5dB frequency range” is 325 MHz with minimum -15dB |S11|. There
is a tradeoff between “|S11| < -5dB bandwidth” and |S11| null depth.
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Chapter 4: Predictions of System Performance
The XFDTD antenna model predicts -30dB |S11| at 750 MHz, shown by Smith Chart in Figure 15 and Log
Magnitude in Figure 16. XFDTD predicts azimuthal gain variation less than 1 dB in the desired frequency
range, 400-700 MHz (Figure 17).

Figure 15: XFDTD Tri-slot Antenna Impedance Smith Chart (No Matching Network) [6]
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Figure 16: XFDTD Tri-slot Antenna |S11| Log Magnitude (No Matching Network) [6]

Figure 17: XFDTD Tri-slot Antenna Azimuthal Gain, 500 MHz Shown in Green [6]
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Chapter 5: Test Results
Prototype |S11| was measured for matching network analysis, Figure 18.

Figure 18: Measured antenna impedance with no matching network Smith Chart (Top) and |S11| Log
Magnitude (Bottom). Max -3 dB in 425-750MHz range.

By the Smith Chart analysis methods shown in Appendix A, the original network data indicates that a
shunt inductor could create a broadband match, i.e. impedance within the “VSWR < 5, |S11| < -3.522 dB”
region for the 425-750 MHz frequency range, see Figure 19. The matching network analysis showed that
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the shunt inductor value range 40-110 nH had similar VSWR level performance within the 425-750 MHz
frequency range. 100 nH is the final value. The match decreased expected maximum |S11| within the 425750 MHz frequency range from -3dB to -4 dB, see Figure 20. Parasitic shunt capacitance and series
inductance decreased maximum |S11| within the 425-750 MHz frequency range to -5 dB (VSWR 3.570),
see Figure 21.

Figure 20: Shunt inductor matching performance comparison (Kaeli Hughes) [9]
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Figure 19: Expected antenna 100 nH shunt inductor matching response Smith Chart (Top) and |S11| Log
Magnitude (Bottom). Max -4 dB in 425-750MHz range.
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Figure 21: Measured antenna 100 nH shunt inductor matching response Smith Chart (Top) and |S11| Log
Magnitude (Bottom). Max -5 dB in 425-750MHz range.

After the matching network was designed, four antenna prototypes were constructed and tested, two at
Cal Poly and two at University of Chicago, results shown in Figure 22. The test setup in Figure 23 was
used to measure antenna gain (Figure 24).
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Figure 22: Antenna Reproducibility: |S11| Comparison for Four Different Antenna-feed Combinations

Figure 23: Antenna Gain Test Setup [10]
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Figure 24: Antenna Gain (Dan Southall, Kaeli Hughes) [10]
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Chapter 6: Suggestions for Improvement
The design process can be improved if impedance matching is considered in earlier stages. Rather than
designing broadband match after prototype construction, effort can be put towards trying to minimize
impedance variation over the desired frequency range in 3D EM simulation. A matching network can
transform the antenna impedance to 50Ω. Additionally, the design process can be improved if the
antenna-feed interface is developed before matching network design. Tuning the feed or the antenna-feed
interface after matching network design will invalidate the chosen match. The total design process should
proceed as follows (each step may be iterated as needed):
•

Choose antenna type due to design specifications

•

Model antenna and with feed in simulation

•

Tune parameters until broadband design goals are reached

•

Construct prototype with care for RF sensitive parts (amount of solder, RF specific SMD
components used, accurate copper trimming measurements)

•

Measure antenna characteristics

•

Design matching network

•

Measure matched antenna characteristics

•

Verify design goals are met.
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Appendix A: Smith Chart Reference
Figure A2 provides a reference Smith Chart for the following analysis. The antenna impedance shown in
Figure A1 exhibits capacitive characteristics. A matching network can shift the antennas impedance so
that more of the |S11| vs. frequency curve is inside the “VSWR < 5” circle. The most points can fit in this
condition if the small loop in the |S11| curve shifts toward the center of the circle. A shunt inductor shifts
the curve in the correct direction, along the blue constant conductance circle, as seen in Figure A2. This is
because the shunt inductor impedance is purely negative susceptance, as shown in Equations A1-A4.
where ZLs is shunt inductor impedance

(A1)

where YLs is shunt inductor admittance

(A2)

where G is conductance and B is susceptance

(A3)

(A4)
The shunt inductor subtracts susceptance from Ytot while maintaining constant conductance.

Figure A1: Smith Chart Matching Response with No Match (Left) and with Match (Right).
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Figure A2: Smith Chart Matching Network Reference.
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Appendix B: Senior Project Analysis
Project Title: Neutrino Detection Antenna

Student’s Name: Samuel Keechler

Student’s Signature: ____________________________

Advisor’s Initials: _____ Date: _____

Advisor’s Name: Dr. Arakaki

• 1. Summary of Functional Requirements

TABLE B.I
Input and Output Characteristics
Module

Neutrino Detection Antenna

Inputs

Electromagnetic waves from Askaryan Radiation:
-

Frequency of 100MHz to 1 GHz

-

Emitted from a neutrino with >300 TeV

-

Polarized radiation signal

Outputs

Measured radiation signal from UHE neutrino interaction

Functionality

Translates horizontally polarized neutrino Askaryan radiation signal to
UHE neutrino event energy level and incidence direction.

• 2. Primary Constraints

The arctic ice drill hole size restricts antenna form factor implementation. The antenna design
must be low cost to fit research budget. Specific frequency range measurement desired is
100MHz to 1GHz.
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Broadband antenna design made the project difficult. The ice bore hole size restriction limited
the ability to satisfy all constraints.
• 3. Economic
Human Capital – What people do.
Enables researchers to obtain measurements to further understand particle physics and
astrophysics. This tool may increase research interest and create more research job positions if
successful. Also, good research findings will win further research funds.
Financial Capital – Monetary instruments.
A low-cost design will enable the project to be implemented within the research budget,
otherwise the GNO cannot be constructed.
Manufactured or Real Capital – Made by people and their tools.
Researchers will be able to use Neutrino Detection Antennas to obtain measurements.
Natural Capital – The Earth’s resources and bio-capacity.
Arctic ice will be drilled. Research bases will cover a large area of 30 square km in
Greenland.
• When and where do costs and benefits accrue throughout the project’s lifecycle?
If this were a real product to be sold, costs would be paid to the team when Neutrino
Detection Antennas are sold to the GNO. The GNO will benefit from owning the antennas when
they obtain valuable measurements that allow them to receive future funding.
• What inputs does the project require? How much does the project cost? Who pays?
The project requires materials for antenna prototyping and fixture construction. The total
project cost to the team is about $1,231. The total project cost including labor hours and software
is $33,126. If this team were a start up company, investors would be covering the labor cost and
materials with hopes for return on investment.

Original estimated cost of component parts (as of the start of your project).
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The project requires materials for unit level antenna prototyping. The total project cost to
the team is about $1,231.

Unit Cost: $80 per antenna.
The project requires materials for test fixture construction. This accounts for $40 of the
total cost.
• How much does the project earn? Who profits?
The project earns nothing. In theory, we would be trying to sell these antennas about
$100/antenna for 1000 antennas. Profit would go to the physics/engineering departments. The
GNO would also profit from owning these antennas if research findings can help earn grants.
• Timing
When do products emerge? How long do products exist? What maintenance or operation costs
exist?
The GNO is being built, antennas should be installed Summer 2021, and will be used in
the ice for up to 20 years. There is possibility for new iterations of the antennas each year if
annual funding can cover it. If antennas are damaged (unlikely), there will be a $100/antenna
replacement cost.

Original estimated development time (as of the start of your project), as Gantt or Pert chart
9 months development time is predicted.

Actual development time (at the end of your project), as Gantt or Pert chart
2 years development time due to impacts of COVID-19.

What happens after the project ends?
• 4. If manufactured on a commercial basis:
• Estimated number of devices sold per year
1000/yr one-time order, possible 5/yr afterwards
• Estimated manufacturing cost for each device
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Estimated manufacturing cost is $80 (when produced in batches of 100+)
• Estimated purchase price for each device
$100/antenna
• Estimated profit per year
$10000/yr initial year, then $80/yr afterwards for this project.
• Estimated cost for user to operate device, per unit time (specify time interval)
$0/yr plus installation costs for user operation cost. Installation costs would probably be a
technician paid $20/hr, 20 antennas installed per hour, so 50 total installation labor hours. $1000
installation cost.
• 5. Environmental
• Environmental Impacts:
Ice drill holes and research bases across large area in Greenland. 4 holes per research base, 50
research bases in 30 square km area.
The project directly uses land for research bases and indirectly uses arctic ice by drilling holes.
The project harms untouched non humanized land. Also removes ice that has been sitting for
thousands of years.
Polar bears and other arctic creatures may have less roaming area.

• 6. Manufacturability
Ferrites used in original design have high manufacturing variability. Head researcher wants 4in
ice holes, but antennas require 6in ice holes. Must be low cost.
• 7. Sustainability
The completed device should need little or no maintenance. If ice shifts, it could break an
antenna chain and require new drill holes and new antennas. This would leave broken antenna
junk in the arctic ice unless retrieved (costly). Project could be upgraded to withstand ice shifts
so that chains do not break. The cost of this upgrade will most likely outweigh the benefits as
making the Neutrino Detection Antenna that structurally sound will be expensive.
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• 8. Ethical
This project maintains and improves our technical competence as well as assists colleagues in
their professional development – allows researchers to perform their work.

• 9. Health and Safety
Thought the antennas are lighter than they were in the previous design, installation will be hard
for the GNO installation employees.
• 10. Social and Political
Some political parties have aversion to spending any budget on research, though this research
project requires funding. As the National Science Foundation is funding the project, some
taxpayer money is put toward the cause which affects US citizens. Space will be used in
Greenland. Jobs may be provided to Greenland locals to help with installation of the GNO.

• 11. Development
New tools: Antenna that utilizes the Askaryan effect in Cherenkov Radiation.
Include a literature search.
Included below:

•

G. Vierreg, "Radio Detection of Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Neutrinos," in AIP, 2015.

This source is chosen to inform possible methods of neutrino detection to be used. The author’s
plethora of research experience and awards as well as successful neutrino detection projects
make her a refutable source.
•

Electro-Metrics, "Antenna, Omni-Directional Wideband," EM-6860 datasheet, 2019.

This source shows the standard specifications of a specific wideband antenna that the Neutrino
Detection Antenna should try to compare to (as well as meeting the needs of the researchers).
This source is refutable because the datasheet specifications must have been well tested to have
become a popular wideband antenna.
•

K. Semonov, A. Rabinochov and B. Vassilakis, "Omni Directional Broadband Coplanar
Antenna Element". US Patent 10,424,830 B2, 24 September 2019.
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This source is chosen to show the patent most similar to our expected design. This source is
reliable to show what others have patented before to avoid patent infringement.
•

Z.-Y. Zhang, Z. Yarui, S. Zuo, L. Yang, L.-Y. Ji and G. Fu, "A Broadband Horizontally
Polarized Omnidirectional Antenna for VHF Application," IEEE Transactions on
Antennas and Propagation, vol. 66, no. 5, pp. 2229 - 2235, 2018.

This source is chosen to inform alternative form factors to the expected implementation of our
design. The source is refutable because it has many authors who are antenna experts and has
been cited over 1400 times.
•

G. Gonzalez, Microwave Transistor Amplifiers: Analysis and Design, Upper Saddle
River, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1997.

This resource is used for clarifying matching network theory in RF systems. The textbook is
used for many university level courses and is a standard for RF Theory.
•

M. F. Iskander, Electromagnetic Fields and Waves, Long Grove, IL: Waveland Press,
2013.

This resource is used for understanding wave propagation as well as antenna theory. The
textbook is chosen by many university professors as a resource for their course and is a standard
for RF Theory.
•

C. Balanis, Antenna Theory: Analysis and Design, Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., 2005.

This resource is used for understanding antenna theory in many form factors. The textbook is a
popular source for antenna theory courses nationwide.
•

S. Palud, F. Columbel, M. Himdi and C. Le Meins, "Wideband Omnidirectional and
Compact Antenna for VHF/UHF Band," IEEE Antennas and Wireless Propagation
Letters, vol. 10, pp. 3-6, 2011.

The design outlined in this resource measures the same RF bands that neutrino Askaryan
radiation is expected, and it is useful to see how this design uses a different form factor. This is
a refutable source as it has multiple authors, though it has been fewer times than the other
journal articles in the references.
•

J. Lu, D. Ireland and S. R, "Dielectric Embedded ESPAR (DE-ESPAR) Antenna Array
for Wireless Communications," IEEE Transactions on Antennas and Propagation, vol.
53, no. 8, pp. 2437-2443, 2005.

This source is useful to understand antenna array implementations that relate to the Neutrino
Detection Antenna for a focused design. The article has been cited over 1000 times and is
therefore a respectable source for information.
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•

J. Madsen, "Ultra-High Energy Neutrinos," in XXXVIII International Symposium on
Physics in Collision, Bogota, Columbia, 2018.

This source contains a wealth of information about the physics of neutrinos, the particle that this
project is attempting to observe. This source will be useful in fully understanding the goal
measurement of this project. This is a refutable source as it was published at a renown
symposium for particle collisions by an author who has worked in the neutrino observation
group for years.
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